Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The effect of treatment {#Sec2}
-----------------------

In order to study the validity of a treatment, it is necessary to compare its outcome with the outcome of another treatment. However, in order to test the specific *effect* of this treatment, it would be necessary to compare it with a well masked placebo.

Measuring the effect {#Sec3}
--------------------

The effect of a treatment is, in fact, the difference between the differences in outcome in these two interventions, i.e. (i) the follow-up measurement of the treatment group minus the baseline measurement is estimated and also (ii) the follow-up measurement of the placebo group minus the baseline measurement. Thereafter, (iii) the difference between these two differences is subjected to a test for statistical significance. However, if the baseline measurements in the two groups is more or less identical, then there is no need to take the baseline measurements into account, and it would be sufficient to test only if the difference between the outcome measurements is statistically significant.

Statistical significance vs. clinical significance {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------------------

However, the statistical significance (i.e *p-value*) is not an indication of the clinical significance. The clinical significance can be judged by comparing the estimates of the treatment and placebo groups and by calculating, for example, the numbers needed to treat, in clinical studies. In experimental studies, the clinical significance would often be assessed by calculating what is called an '*effect size'*.

Effect size {#Sec5}
-----------

To show how big an effect of a particular treatment might be, one could proceed to calculate the 'difference of differences', as explained above. However, it would be difficult to compare studies that used different methods and units. Therefore, an index is often used, such as the Cohen's *d* or Hedge's *g* coefficients.

To relate the effect size to the concept of clinical significance, Cohen created a scale that can be used for either the *d* or the *g* coefficients. According to this scale, an effect size of 0.2 represents an overlap between the compared populations in their distributions of means of about 85%, which Aron \[[@CR1]\] suggests could be compared to a difference of height between 15 and 16 years old girls, thus considered 'small'. An effect size of 0.5 represents an overlap of about 67%, which, in the same way, could be interpreted as a difference of height between 14 and 18 years old girls, thus considered 'medium'. An effect size of 0.8 (or above) is an overlap of 53% (or less) and represents a difference of height between 13 and 18 years old girls, thus considered 'large'. As another example, Cohen suggests that the difference in IQ between holders of a PhD degree and a 'typical college freshman' is comparable to an effect size of 0.8 \[[@CR2]\].

Calculation of the effect size {#Sec6}
------------------------------

The Cohen's *d* coefficient is commonly calculated by the subtraction of the mean of the experimental group from the mean of the control group, and the division of this result by the standard deviation. However, this equation should be used under specific conditions, which are described extensively in the literature albeit without a clear consensus. Therefore, the effect size can be calculated in different ways and unless it is clearly described, there is room for errors and confusion. (Please, see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for more details).

The regional effect of spinal manipulation on experimentally induced pain in asymptomatic subjects {#Sec7}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Spinal manipulation {#Sec8}

Spinal manipulation (SM) is used for its beneficial effect on musculoskeletal pain. It is reported to very quickly soothe musculoskeletal pain in some patients \[[@CR3]\] but its mechanisms are not yet well understood. Nevertheless, according to a previous systematic review, SM has been reported in some studies to have a hypoalgesic effect in asymptomatic subjects exposed to experimentally induced pain, such as increasing the pressure pain threshold (PPT) \[[@CR4]\]. However, not all studies used proper sham-controlled studies to control for the placebo effect.

### Pressure pain threshold {#Sec9}

Pressure pain threshold (PPT) is a type of quantitative sensory testing that can be used to understand the somato-sensory profiles of people in pain \[[@CR5]\], but also in asymptomatic subjects \[[@CR6]\]. It is defined as the minimal pressure which provokes a pain or a discomfort \[[@CR7]\]. A reported increase of PPT values on subjects after a treatment would suggest an hypoalgesic action of the SM, whereas a reported decrease of PPT values would suggest hyperalgesia.

### Spinal manipulation and its regional effect on the pressure pain threshold {#Sec10}

To be able to establish whether SM truly has a hypoalgesic effect, we performed a systematic review in which we separated out the sham-controlled studies, as reported elsewhere \[[@CR8]\]. A description of these studies is found in Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}**.**

Thus, we found eight randomized controlled trials of good and medium quality. They investigated the regional effect of SM, compared to a sham procedure in asymptomatic subjects. As previously reported (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}), five out of these eight studies found that SM had a statistically significant effect on the PPT in these asymptomatic subjects.

However, the effect size and the duration of this effect need also to be investigated, to conclude whether this reaction is also clinically relevant.

### The research objectives {#Sec11}

To the best of our knowledge, the i) effect size and (ii) this effect size over time, for the PPT in asymptomatic subjects after a spinal manipulation, compared to a sham procedure, have never been reported in a systematic review. Therefore, we returned to the articles in our previous review \[[@CR8]\] to report on these values.

Method {#Sec12}
======

Design {#Sec13}
------

This work consists of a secondary analysis of data from our previous systematic literature review, using data from eight randomized controlled trials that reported the regional effect of spinal manipulation on PPT in asymptomatic subjects compared to a sham procedure \[[@CR8]\].

Search strategy and extraction of data {#Sec14}
--------------------------------------

The search strategy and extraction of data for the original review have been extensively reported (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}). The flow chart for the screening process presented in the previous review has been included in this report for information. (Please, see Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}).

For the present review, a descriptive and a quality checklist were created **(**Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}-[2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}**)** to fit our new objectives. The quality score for the research method in general as reported in the previous article was included in the descriptive checklist for information (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Descriptive checklist of the reported 'effect sizes' in eight randomized sham-controlled studies included in a previous systematic review on pressure pain threshold changes after spinal manipulationFirst author\
YearQuality score as reported in previous review (Honoré and al, 2018)- Area of spinal manipulation\
- Regional testing site/sNumber of follow-ups and time of follow-ups-Is there a reported effect size? (Yes/No)\
- Which type of "effect size" was reported (between or within-group comparison)?Ruiz Saez 20078/9- Cervical\
- Upper trapezius3 follow-ups:\
1) Immediately after\
2) 5 min after\
3) 10 min after-Yes\
-Within-group comparisonSrbely20137.5/9-Cervical (bilateral)\
- Infraspinatus muscle4 follow-ups:\
1) 1 min after\
2) 5 min after\
3)10 min after\
4) 15 min after-No\
- NAFernandez de la Penas 20087/9- Cervical\
- C5-C6 level1 follow-up:\
1) 5 min after-Yes\
- Within-group comparisonFernandez de la Penas 20077/9- Cervical\
- Ipsilateral and contralateral epicondyle1 follow up:\
1) 5 min after- Yes\
- Within-group comparisonHamilton 20077/9- Cervical\
- Between C0 and C22 follow-ups:\
1) 5 min after\
2) 30 min after- Yes\
- Within-group comparisonYu 20128/9- Lumbar\
- L5-S1 over apophyseal joints\
- L5 dermatome1 follow-up:\
1) Immediately after- No\
- NAThomson 20096/9- Lumbar\
-Spinous process of L31 follow-up:\
1) Immediately after- Yes\
-Within-group comparisonFryer 20045/9-Thoracic\
-Thoracic spinous process between T1 and T41 follow-up:\
1) Immediately after- Yes\
- Within-group comparisonNA: not applicable;Table 2Quality checklist of the reported 'effect sizes' in eight randomized sham-controlled studies included in a previous review on pressure pain threshold changes after spinal manipulationFirst author\
YearDid the authors report the between-group effect size?\
(Yes/No)1) Did the authors report the\
'exact' formula they used?\
(Yes/No/NA)\
2) Or, at least:\
- Did they provide a reference?\
(Yes/No/NA)\
If so,\
- Was this an "exact" reference?Did they report:\
1) Number of study participants in each group\
2) Exact mean values\
3) Exact standard deviationsDid they report the 95% CI of their effect size, or of their within group 'effect' size?\
(Yes/No)Was it possible to calculate between-group effect size based on data provided in the articles?Ruiz Saez 2007No, only the within-group comparison1) No\
2)\
-Yes\
-Yes1) Yes\
2) Yes\
3) YesNoYesSrbely 2013No, not even the within-group comparison1) NA1) Yes\
2) Yes\
3) YesNAYesFernandez de la Penas 2008No, only the within-group comparison1) No\
2)\
-Yes\
- No1) Yes\
2) Yes\
3) YesNoYesFernandez de la Penas 2007No, only the within-group comparison1) No\
2)\
-Yes\
-No1) Yes\
2) Yes\
3) YesNoYesHamilton 2007No, only the within-group comparison1) No\
2)\
- Yes\
- No1) Yes\
2) Yes\
3) YesNoYesYu 2012No, not even the within-group comparison1) NA1) Yes\
2) Yes\
3) YesNAYesThomson 2009No, only the within-group comparison1) No\
2)\
- No\
- No1) Yes\
2) Shown in figures, so lack of precision.\
−3) YesNoYesFryer 2004No, only the within-group comparison1) No\
2)\
- No\
- No1) Yes\
2) Yes\
3) YesNoYesNA: Not applicable

The present quality checklist **(**Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}**)** is based on the various recommendations from the creator of the original effect size index \[[@CR9]\] and its coeval authors \[[@CR10]\], supported by more recent texts on the same subject (\[[@CR2]\]; \[[@CR11]\]). This consists of information on:

\- whether the between-group effect size was provided \[[@CR11]\],

\- whether the formula for calculation was provided \[[@CR10]\] or if, at least, an exact reference was provided (document and page, not just the name of a textbook), the reporting of the number of study participants, the exact mean values and standard deviations necessary to calculate the effect size \[[@CR12]\], and the reporting of 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) \[[@CR9]\]. If all this information was available, it would be possible to calculate the effect size.

Where effect size had not been calculated, it was our intention to do so, with the formulae provided in the Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and verifying all calculations by a blinded third person. The information on the effect size at each time of measurement (provided by the authors or calculated by us) was collected in a table **(**Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}) and illustrated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. We chose to report, when needed, the data concerning what happened on the "dominant side" \[[@CR13]\], as we cared only for the regional effect.Table 3Calculation of between-group effect sizes, based on information provided in eight randomized sham-controlled studies included in a previous review on pressure pain threshold changes after spinal manipulationFirst author\
Year1) What is the number of participants of the experimental group (N~E~) and the control group (N~C~) and are they equal?\
- N~E~ = N~C~\
~−~ N~E~ ≠ N~C~\
2) Are the standard deviations of the experimental group (SD~E~) and the control group (SD~C~) equal?\
- *SD*~*E*~ *= SD*~*C*~\
*- SD*~*E*~ *≠ SD*~*C*~\
3) Which type of effect size coefficient should be used?\
- Cohen's d coefficient (if N~E~ = N~C~ and *SD*~*E*~ *= SD*~*C*~ *or SD*~*E*~ *≠ SD*~*C*~*)*\
- Hedges' g coefficient (if N~E~ ≠ N~C~ and *SD*~*E*~ *≠ SD*~*C*~*)*\
4) Give the equations that would be used:\
- Effect size (*d/g*)\
- Standard deviation of PPT values used to calculate the effect size (SD^\*^ or SD ~pooled~)\
- Standard deviation of the effect size (SD(d))\
- Confidence interval of the effect size (95% CI)What are the reported mean PPT values for the experimental group (M~E~) and for the control group (M~C~) with their standard deviation (+/− SD), at each follow-up time (units)?At each follow-up time, what are the:\
- Effect size (*d/g*),\
- Its standard deviation (SD(d))\
- Its confidence interval\
(95% CI)\
- p value between groupsEffect sizes of clinical significant findings at each follow-up:\
0.2 to 0.49 (small)\
- 0.5 to 0.79 (medium)\
- 0.8 to 1.00 (large)Ruiz Saez\
20071) N~E~ = N~C~ = 36\
2) SD~E~ ≠ SD~C~\
3) Cohen's d coefficient\
4)\
-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ d=\frac{M_E-{M}_C}{SD^{\ast }} $$\end{document}$\
- $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ \mathrm{SD}\ast =\sqrt{\frac{{SD_E}^2+{SD_C}^2}{2}} $$\end{document}$\
- $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ \mathrm{SD}(d)=\sqrt{\frac{N_E+{N}_C}{N_E\times {N}_C}+\frac{d^2}{2\left({N}_E+{N}_C\right)}} $$\end{document}$\
- 95% CI: \[*d* − 1.96 × SD (d); *d* + 1.96 × SD(d)\]-**T0:**\
M~E~ = + 1.35 +/−  0.5 Kg/cm2\
M~C~ = + 1.27 +/−  0.4 Kg/cm2\
-**T + 5:**\
M~E~ = + 1.38 +/−  0.5 Kg/cm2\
M~C~ = +  1.15 +/−  0.4 Kg/cm2\
-**T + 10:**\
M~E~ = + 1.39 +/−  0.5 Kg/cm2\
M~C~ = + 1.1 +/−  0.5 Kg/cm2**-T0**:\
-*d* = 0.17\
-SD(d) = 0.24\
- 95% CI: \[− 0.29; + 0.63\]\
- *p* value: NS\
**-T + 5**:\
-d = 0.51\
-SD(d) = 0.24\
- 95% CI: \[+ 0.04; + 0.98\]\
- *p* \< 0.01\
-**T + 10**:\
-d = 0.58\
-SD(d) = 0.24\
- 95% CI: \[+ 0.11; +  1.05\]\
-p \< 0.01T0: small\
T + 5: medium\
T + 10: mediumSrbely\
20131) N~E~ = N~C~ = 18\
2) SD~E~ ≠ SD~C~\
3) Cohen's d coefficient\
4)\
-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ d=\frac{M_E-{M}_C}{SD^{\ast }} $$\end{document}$\
-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ \mathrm{SD}\ast =\sqrt{\frac{{SD_E}^2+{SD_C}^2}{2}} $$\end{document}$\
-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ \mathrm{SD}(d)=\sqrt{\frac{N_E+{N}_C}{N_E\times {N}_C}+\frac{d^2}{2\left({N}_E+{N}_C\right)}} $$\end{document}$\
- 95% CI: \[*d* − 1.96 × SD (d); *d* + 1.96 × SD(d)\]-**T + 1**:\
M~E~ = + 34.4 +/−  9.6 N\
M~C~ = +  30.7 +/−  7.5 N\
-**T + 5:**\
M~E~ = + 37.5 +/−  11.9 N\
M~C~ = + 28.7 +/−  6.0 N\
-**T + 10:**\
M~E~ = + 37.9 +/−  14.4 N\
M~C~ = + 28.9 +/−  6.3 N\
-**T + 15:**\
M~E~ = + 34.3 +/−  11.5 N\
M~C~ = + 28.6 +/− 7.0 N**-T + 1:**\
-d = 0.42\
-SD(d) = 0.34\
- 95% CI: \[− 0.24; + 1.08\]\
-p \< 0.01\
-**T + 5:**\
-d = 0.93\
-SD(d) = 0.35\
− 95% CI: \[+ 0.24; + 1.62\]\
-p \< 0.01\
-**T + 10:**\
-d = 0.80\
-SD(d) = 0.35\
- 95% CI: \[+ 0.12; + 1.48\]\
-p \< 0.01\
**-T + 15:**\
-d = 0.59\
-SD(d) = 0.34\
- 95% CI: \[−  0.08; + 1.26\]\
-p \< 0.01T + 1: small\
T + 5: large\
T + 10: large\
T + 15: mediumFernandez de la Penas\
20081) N~E~ = N~C~ = 10\
2) SD~E~ ≠ SD~C~\
3) Cohen's d coefficient\
4)\
- $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ d=\frac{M_E-{M}_C}{SD^{\ast }} $$\end{document}$\
- $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ \mathrm{SD}\ast =\sqrt{\frac{{SD_E}^2+{SD_C}^2}{2}} $$\end{document}$\
- $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ \mathrm{SD}(d)=\sqrt{\frac{N_E+{N}_C}{N_E\times {N}_C}+\frac{d^2}{2\left({N}_E+{N}_C\right)}} $$\end{document}$\
- 95% CI: \[*d* − 1.96 × SD (d); *d* + 1.96 × SD(d)\]-**T + 5**:\
(dominant side/dominant side)\
M~E~ = + 387.6 +/−  70.9 kPa/s\
M~C~ = + 312.3 +/−  47.7 kPa/s-**T + 5:**\
-d = 1.24\
-SD(d) = 0.49\
- 95% CI: \[+ 0.28; + 2.20\]\
-*p* \< 0.05T + 5: largeFernandez de la Penas\
20071)N~E~ = N~C~ = 15\
2) SD~E~ ≠ SD~C~\
3) Cohen's d coefficient\
4)\
- *d* = $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ \frac{M_E-{M}_C}{SD^{\ast }} $$\end{document}$\
- SD^\*^= $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ \sqrt{\frac{{SD_E}^2+{SD_C}^2}{2}} $$\end{document}$\
- SD(*d*)=$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ \sqrt{\frac{N_E+{N}_C}{N_E\times {N}_C}+\frac{d^2}{2\left({N}_E+{N}_C\right)}} $$\end{document}$\
- 95% CI: \[*d* − 1.96 × SD (d); *d* + 1.96 × SD(d)\]-**T + 5:**\
M~E~ = + 2.9+/− 0.6 Kg/cm2\
M~C~ = + 2.3+/− 0.5 Kg/cm2-**T + 5:**\
-d = 1.08\
-SD(d) = 0.48\
− 95% CI: \[+ 0.14; + 2.02\]\
-p \< 0.01T + 5: largeHamilton\
20071) N~E~ ≠ N~C~\
- N~E~ = 35\
- N~C~ = 25\
2) SD~E~ ≠ SD~C~\
3) Hedge' g coefficient\
4)\
$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ {\mathrm{SD}}_{\mathrm{pooled}}=\sqrt{\frac{\left({\mathrm{N}}_{\mathrm{E}}\hbox{-} 1\right){\mathrm{SD}}_{{\mathrm{E}}^2}+\left({\mathrm{N}}_{\mathrm{C}}\hbox{-} 1\right){\mathrm{SD}}_{{\mathrm{C}}^2}}{{\mathrm{N}}_{\mathrm{E}}+{\mathrm{N}}_{\mathrm{C}}\hbox{-} 2}} $$\end{document}$\
- $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ \boldsymbol{g}=\frac{{\boldsymbol{M}}_{\boldsymbol{E}}-{\boldsymbol{M}}_{\boldsymbol{C}}}{{\boldsymbol{SD}}_{\boldsymbol{Pooled}}} $$\end{document}$\
-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ \mathrm{SD}\left(\mathrm{g}\right)=\sqrt{\frac{N_E+{N}_C}{N_E\times {N}_C}+\frac{d^2}{2\left({N}_E+{N}_C\right)}} $$\end{document}$\
- 95% CI: \[*d* − 1.96 × SD (d); *d* + 1.96 × SD(d)\]-**T + 5:**\
M~E~ = +  398.06 +/−  133.51 kPa/s\
M~C~ = + 368.44 +/−  208.16 kPa/s\
-**T + 30**:\
M~E~ = + 374.58 +/−  127.50 kPa/s\
M~C~ = + 368.68 +/−  192.62 kPa/s-**T + 5:**\
-g = 0.17\
-SD(g) = 0.26\
− 95% CI: \[− 0.34; +  0.68\]\
-p \< 0.01\
-**T + 30**:\
-g = 0.03\
-SD(g) = 0.26\
− 95% CI: \[− 0.48; + 0.54\]\
-*p* value: NST + 5: small\
T + 30: smallYu\
20121) N~E~ = N~C~ = 30\
2) SD~E~ ≠ SD~C~\
3) Cohen's d coefficient\
4)\
- *d* = $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ \frac{M_E-{M}_C}{SD^{\ast }} $$\end{document}$\
- SD^\*^= $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ \sqrt{\frac{{SD_E}^2+{SD_C}^2}{2}} $$\end{document}$\
- SD(*d*)=$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ \sqrt{\frac{N_E+{N}_C}{N_E\times {N}_C}+\frac{d^2}{2\left({N}_E+{N}_C\right)}} $$\end{document}$\
- 95% CI: \[*d* − 1.96 × SD (d); *d* + 1.96 × SD(d)\]**-L5-S1 PD side**\
T0:\
M~E~ = + 5.64+/− 1.13 Kg/cm2\
M~C~ = + 4.85+/− 1.12 Kg/cm2\
-**L5-S1 OPD side**\
T0:\
M~E~ = + 5.56+/− 1.17 Kg/cm2\
M~C~ = + 4.91+/− 1.13 Kg/cm2\
-**L5 dermatome PD side**\
T0:\
M~E~ = + 4.77+/− 0.96 Kg/cm2\
M~C~ = + 4.14+/− 1.13 Kg/cm2\
-**L5 dermatome OPD side**\
T0:\
M~E~ = + 4.63+/− 0.95 Kg/cm2\
M~C~ = + 4.09+/− 0.82 Kg/cm2**-L5-S1 PD side**\
T0\
-d = 0.70\
-SD(d) = 0.27\
− 95% CI: \[+ 0.18; +  1.22\]\
-p \< 0.05\
-**L5-S1 OPD side**\
T0\
-d = 0.56\
-SD(d) = 0.26\
− 95% CI: \[+ 0.04; +  1.08\]\
-p \< 0.05\
- **L5 dermatome PD side**\
T0\
-d = 0.60\
-SD(d) = 0.26\
− 95% CI: \[+ 0.08; +  1.12\]\
-p \< 0.05\
- **L5dermatome OPD side**\
T0\
-d = 0.60\
-SD(d) = 0.26\
− 95% CI: \[+ 0.08; +  1.12\]\
-p \< 0.05**-L5-S1 PD side**\
T0: medium\
-**L5-S1 OPD side**\
T0: medium\
- **L5 dermatome PD side**\
T0: medium\
- **L5dermatome OPD side**\
T0: mediumThomson\
20091) N~E~ ≠ N~C~\
- N~E~ = 19\
- N~C~ = 13\
2) SD~E~ ≠ SD~C~\
3) Hedge'g coefficient\
4)\
- *g* = $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
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Data analysis {#Sec15}
-------------

Effect sizes were calculated using Eqs. 1 to 7 (as described in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The effect sizes and their 95% CI were calculated with Microsoft® Excel, version 16.17 (180909). Statistical significance of the effect size was defined as when the 95% CI does not include 'zero' \[[@CR14]\]. The effect size was defined as small (*d \< 0.5*), medium (*0.5 \< d \< 0.8*) or large (d \> 0.8) \[[@CR9]\].

Results {#Sec16}
=======

General description of the studies and their reported effect size {#Sec17}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

These studies have been extensively described in our previous review \[[@CR8]\], with a general description available in Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}. Briefly, the eight studies included in our new analyses provided information on the PPT at different follow-up times; four studies immediately after, one study one minute after, five studies five minutes after, two studies ten minutes after, one study fifteen and thirty minutes after the interventions. The quality of the eight studies was established in the previous review to range from 'medium' to 'good' (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).

In the present review, no additional quality score for the effect size was given, as no definitive consensus can be found on this subject. However, we noted that no study reported a between-group effect size. Instead, they reported 'effect sizes' of intra-group differences, i.e. in fact, the 'outcome sizes'. Further, two studies failed to report any effect size at all (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). In addition, no study reported the exact formula they used, and only one provided a 'precise' reference (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). No additional descriptive information on the 'effect size' was given (95% CI or SD (*d*)). In sum, the reported 'effect sizes' were not real effect sizes, not transparent and possibly not comparable.

Fortunately, all studies had exploitable information, with reported numbers of study participants in each group, exact mean values and exact standard deviations, and only one study provided values only in a figure, which made it possible to retrieve information although it, for this reason, lacked precision. Thus, all authors had provided sufficient information to make it possible for us to calculate their between-group effect sizes (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}**).**

Our calculations of effect sizes at each follow-up time {#Sec18}
-------------------------------------------------------

### Effect size immediately after spinal manipulation {#Sec19}

Four studies had effect sizes immediately after SM, ranging from small \[[@CR15]--[@CR17]\] to medium \[[@CR18]\] but only one study (with four different measurements) found these to be statistically significant \[[@CR18]\], ranging from d = 0.56 (95% CI: 0.04--1.08) to d = 0.70 (95% CI: 0.18--1.22). In sum, the immediate effect would be considered as of medium size.

### Effect size one minute after spinal manipulation {#Sec20}

One study \[[@CR19]\] was found to have a non-significant and small effect size one minute after SM (d = 0.42, 95% CI: - 0.24-1.08) We drew no conclusion for this time interval.

### Effect size five minutes after spinal manipulation {#Sec21}

Five studies provided information on effect size five minutes after SM. One study \[[@CR20]\] had a small non-significant effect size (g = 0.17, 95% CI: -0.34-0.68) whereas one \[[@CR15]\] was classified as medium (d = 0.51, 95% CI: 0.04--0.98) and three as large \[[@CR13], [@CR19], [@CR21]\] (from d = 0.93, 95% CI: 0.24--1.08 to d = 1.24, 95% CI: 0.28--2.20) and all statistically significant. In general, the effect at this time can therefore be considered mainly large.

### Effect size ten minutes after spinal manipulation {#Sec22}

Two studies had data that could be transformed into ten minutes effect sizes, \[[@CR15]\] defined as medium (d = 0.58, 95% CI: 0.11--1.05) and the other \[[@CR19]\] as borderline large (d = 0.80, 95% CI: 0.12--1.48), both statistically significant. This effect at ten minutes is therefore considered medium.

### Effect size fifteen minutes after spinal manipulation {#Sec23}

One study \[[@CR19]\] found a non-significant, medium effect size fifteen minutes after SM (d = 0.59, 95% CI: - 0.08-1.26). No conclusion was drawn on this result.

### Effect size thirty minutes after spinal manipulation {#Sec24}

One study \[[@CR20]\] had a non-significant, small effect size thirty minutes after SM (g = 0.03; 95% CI: - 0.48-0.54)*.* No conclusion was drawn on this, but it is likely that the effect is no more present.

The results are illustrated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

Discussion {#Sec25}
==========

Summary {#Sec26}
-------

In this additional analysis of data from a previous systematic review, we were confused by the reported effect sizes. A systematic approach revealed that no study reported between-group size differences, instead using the within-group differences, when reported at all. Further, none provided details on how this 'effect size' had been calculated. Therefore, we used information provided in the reviewed articles to produce our own estimates.

According to our own calculations obtained from data available in the eight reviewed studies, the estimated effect size of spinal manipulation on the PPT in asymptomatic subjects is 'medium' immediately after the intervention (T0), 'mainly large' five minutes after (T + 5) and 'mainly medium' ten minutes after the intervention (T + 10). No certain estimation of the effect size can be reported beyond T + 10, but it may be small after 30 min.

Using the examples provided in the introduction \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\] to explain the clinical importance of the different effect sizes, the 'medium' effect size immediately after SM would thus correspond to a difference in height between 14 and 18 years old girls. The 'large' effect size five minutes after SM would correspond to the difference in IQ between holders of a PhD degree and a 'typical college freshman'. The 'medium' effect size ten minutes after the intervention would, again, correspond to a difference in height between 14 and 18 years old girls.

The effect of SM on the PPT in asymptomatic subjects is therefore reported to be a reasonably large but probably short-lasting phenomenon. Whether these changes can also be 'appreciated' by study subjects, in such a way that they can differentiate between a small, medium and large effect size, is not known. Nevertheless, it serves as a comparator with other interventions in the same domain. For example, it could be used to compare the effect over time or effects of different types of interventions.

Methodological considerations of our own review {#Sec27}
-----------------------------------------------

A description of the studies is found in the Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Our quality checklist was established according to the various recommendations in the literature, including those provided by the creator of the Cohen's d coefficient. There is no definitive consensus on the calculation of the effect size nor on how to assess its quality, so we did not judge the quality of work in the reviewed articles but used our systematic approach to obtain a general understanding of the various effect size values (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). This can be done online to obtain the effect size with its SD (d) and 95% CI, with A Practical Meta-Analysis Effect Size Calculator \[[@CR22]\]. A blinded third researcher verified the calculations. Obviously, this approach assumes that the groups that are being compared are fairly similar at base-line. We did not investigate if this was the case.

Other methods of reporting the treatment effect {#Sec28}
-----------------------------------------------

Depending on the type of data (continuous or categorial), treatment effect can be reported in other ways than with Cohen's d. Relative Risk, Odds Ratio, Number Needed to Treat (NNT) and Area Under the Curve are other possibilities \[[@CR23]\].

Recommendations regarding effect size reporting {#Sec29}
-----------------------------------------------

This additional analysis of data from our previous review on the effect of spinal manipulation on the pressure pain threshold in asymptomatic subjects revealed that all reviewed studies that reported an effect size used the within-group rather than the between-group differences. However, the within-group effect size is a purely descriptive outcome, interesting perhaps to understand the full picture of an effect, but it should never be provided alone. Therefore, the between-group calculations need to be calculated properly and in a transparent manner, to ensure that they are correct and comparable to other reports. We provide some information on how to do this in our Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, and we also provide references for these calculations.

Conclusion {#Sec30}
==========

The effect of spinal manipulation on the pressure pain threshold in asymptomatic subjects, as calculated by us, is 'medium' immediately after the intervention, has increased to mainly 'large' five minutes after and descended to mainly 'medium' ten minutes after intervention. The potential effect should be investigated over a longer period of time, and for other comparable interventions, to confirm if this effect is indeed only short lasting and to put it into a clinical perspective.

Additional files
================

 {#Sec31}

Additional file 1:Calculation of the effect size \[[@CR24]--[@CR27]\]. (DOCX 70 kb) Additional file 2:General description of data extracted from the abstracts of eight randomized controlled trials on the regional effect of spinal manipulation on the pressure pain threshold in asymptomatic subjects. (DOCX 20 kb) Additional file 3:Search equation, inclusion and exclusion criterion of the previous review. (DOCX 14 kb) Additional file 4:PRISMA flow-chart of the previous review. (DOCX 88 kb)
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:   High Velocity Low Amplitude

PPT

:   Pressure Pain Threshold

SM

:   Spinal manipulation
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